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In this chapter we address the topic of quantum thermodynamics in the presence of additional
observables beyond the energy of the system. In particular we discuss the special role that the
generalized Gibbs ensemble plays in this theory, and derive this state from the perspectives of a
micro-canonical ensemble, dynamical typicality and a resource-theory formulation. A notable obsta-
cle occurs when some of the observables do not commute, and so it is impossible for the observables
to simultaneously take on sharp microscopic values. We show how this can be circumvented, discuss
information-theoretic aspects of the setting, and explain how thermodynamic costs can be traded
between the different observables. Finally, we discuss open problems and future directions for the
topic.
INTRODUCTION
Thermodynamics has been remarkable in its applicability to a vast array of systems. Indeed, the laws
of macroscopic thermodynamics have been successfully applied to the studies of magnetization [1, 2],
superconductivity [3], cosmology [4], chemical reactions [5] and biological phenomena [6, 7], to name
a few fields. In thermodynamics, energy plays a key role as a thermodynamic potential, that is, as a
function of the other thermodynamic variables which characterizes all the thermodynamic properties of
the system. In the presence of thermodynamic reservoirs, however, physical quantities which are globally
conserved can be exchanged with the reservoirs, and the thermodynamic properties of the system are
more conveniently expressed in terms of other potentials. For example, in the grand canonical ensemble,
particle number N as well as energy E are exchanged with a reservoir. The relevant thermodynamic
potential becomes,
F = E − µN − TS , (1)
where S is the entropy, and where T and µ are the temperature of the heat bath and the chemical
potential of the particle reservoir, respectively. The chemical potential µ acts as an ‘exchange rate’
between particle number and energy, in the same way that temperature T acts as an exchange rate
between entropy and energy. Thus, µ describes the energetic cost of adding another particle to a gas
at constant entropy. In classical equilibrium thermodynamics, for k conserved quantities, or charges1
{Qk} the function U(S,Q1, ..., Qr) characterises the internal energy of the system. Each charge has an
associated ‘exchange rate’ µi := ∂U∂Qi that governs the response in energy when one varies the equilibrium
value of Qi.
1 terms we will use interchangeably
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Equivalently, one can use the entropic formulation of thermodynamics to interpret the change in a
system at equilibrium. The ‘entropic response’ to any change in an extensive variable is given by the
generalised temperatures βk := ∂S∂Qk , which are related to the chemical potentials by βk =
µk
T .
A canonical example is provided by a macroscopic system with angular momentum observables
(Jx, Jy, Jz) =: J , which has a non-zero polarization in these observables along some axis when in thermo-
dynamic equilibrium. The internal energy for this thermodynamic system is therefore a function U(S, J)
where J = J · n, and n is a unit vector along the distinguished axis. Any relaxation to equilibrium
occurs through the microscopic exchange of angular momentum with the environment. Indeed, the
environment must play a role of defining a thermodynamic constraints for the system, in both energy
and angular momentum. Subject to these constraints, the equilibrium thermodynamics is determined by
maximization of the entropy S in the usual way.
More recently, researchers have been experimenting with the idea that quantum mechanics could also
present interesting and novel features in conjunction with thermodynamic systems on the microscopic
scale. While a well-established framework exists for macroscopic equilibrium systems, it is less clear how
to handle finite-sized systems with multiple conserved charges that may display quantum mechanical
features, such as complementarity.
A straightforward approach to studying thermodynamics of system possessing multiple conserved
charges is to apply the quantum version of Jaynes’ principle [8, 9], which prescribes that one should
maximize the (von Neumann) entropy subject to constraints on the average values {vj} of the conserved
charges {Qj}:
maximize: S(τ)
subject to: Tr(Qjτ) = vj ∀ j .
(2)
The unique solution is the so-called generalized Gibbs state (or generalized Gibbs ensemble)
τ =
e−(β1Q1+···+βkQk)
Z , (3)
where the {βj} are generalized inverse temperatures or generalized chemical potentials which are deter-
mined by the {vj}. The partition function Z = Tr[e−(β1Q1+···+βkQk)] normalises the state.
While the generalized Gibbs state is distinguished as resulting from Jaynes’ principle, it is not clear
how this state may be interpreted as the thermal state of the system on a physical level.
As an illustration, we could consider a single spin-1/2 particle with degenerate Hamiltonian H = 0 and
spin angular momentum operators given by the Pauli operators (σx, σy, σz). We might wish to create
constraints on this system such that the expectation values are fixed 〈σx〉 = sx and 〈σy〉 = sy for constant
sx, sy. In accordance with the maximum entropy formulation, the state we infer from these constraints
admits the form
τ =
e−βxσx−βyσy
Z , (4)
for Z = Tr[e−βxσx−βyσy ], and some constants βx and βy. In realisations of this setup, one might expect the
quantum system could interact with its environment and relax under some dynamics to the generalized
Gibbs state, which is addressed in [10] when dealing with dynamical equilibration.
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Subtleties arise in making this assumption. The existence of a physical map that realises this state
subject to the constraints turns out to be forbidden by quantum mechanics. Specifically it is known the
so-called ‘pancake map’ that projects a spin-1/2 state onto the disk in X − Y plane would be allowed if
quantum mechanics had no entanglement, but in the presence of entanglement creates negative proba-
bilities and is thus an unphysical transformation (technically, this map is not completely positive) [11].
Given this and other subtleties (such as even defining a micro-canonical ensemble for non-commuting
charges), a basic question for contemporary quantum thermodynamics is therefore to understand whether
the thermal state of a quantum system is indeed given by (3) in the presence of multiple, possibly non-
commuting charges [12].
In the situation where the charges commute, it was already shown that Landauer erasure could be
carried out by utilizing physical quantities other than energy [13–15], and that the resource theory
approach to quantum thermodynamics [16, 17] could be generalized to multiple physical quantities [12,
18, 19].
On the other hand, the generalized Gibbs ensemble was given considerable interest in the context of
systems which are integrable, i.e., which do not thermalize, as further constants of motion constrain the
evolution of the system [20, 21]. Such situations have been demonstrated experimentally [22, 23]. Work
extraction was also studied in the context of generalized Gibbs ensembles, bridging both aspects [24].
In this chapter, we derive the form of this state through the lens of two different approaches intro-
duced in refs. [11, 25, 26]. In the process, we explain how these approaches fit together with the usual
concepts of statistical mechanics such as the microcanonical state on one hand, and with the second law
of thermodynamics and complete passivity on the other (Figure 1). We primarily address the topic using
tools from quantum information theory, which provide novel approaches for dynamical typicality and
equilibration theory of arbitrary charges {Q1, . . . , Qn} that may have non-trivial commutation relations
among themselves. In addition, the recent resource-theoretic approach to thermodynamics has allowed
a well-defined framework in which to analyse quantum thermodynamics without the need to use notions
of ‘heat’ or ‘work’ as defining concepts. We also discuss how multiple conserved charges can fit into such
an approach and discuss the subtleties that can arise when one attempts to do so. Finally we discuss
information-theoretic aspects of quantum thermodynamics with multiple conserved charges and provide
a generalized Landauer bound that shows that erasure can be carried out at no energetic cost. Lastly, we
discuss the status of this topic within contemporary quantum thermodynamics and the core challenges
that exist going forward.
MICROCANONICAL APPROACH
In this section we present an approach for deriving the form of the generalized Gibbs state by gener-
alizing the concept of a microcanonical subspace to noncommuting charges.
In the presence of reservoirs exchanging commuting charges, the thermal state of the system can be
derived by considering the system together with the reservoirs as a huge system in a microcanonical state,
i.e., the maximally mixed state living in the common subspace of fixed total value of each charge, and
then tracing out the reservoirs. For instance, if a system s is in contact with both a heat reservoir R1
and a particle reservoir R2, we assume that the total system has fixed values of energy E and number
of particles N and we consider the common eigenspace of the Hamiltonian and the number operator
3
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Figure 1. The thermal state in the presence of multiple reservoirs corresponding to different physical charges can
be determined via several approaches. If the charges commute, the equilibrium state of a system is a corresponding
grand-canonical state, which is readily derived by either considering a microcanonical ensemble over the system
and the reservoirs, by Jaynes’ principle, or via resource-theoretic considerations [18]. While it is straightforward
to apply Jaynes’ principle to the case of non-commuting charges, the other two approaches need to be adapted.
This chapter reviews how to generalize these approaches to non-commuting charges, introducing along the way
the notions of an approximate microcanonical subspace and how it connects with dynamical typicality, as well as
the idea of trading resources using batteries, the second law and complete passivity for non-commuting charges,
and chemical work.
on the total system, the projector on which we denote by Π(E,N). Due to the fundamental postulate of
statistical mechanics, the corresponding microcanonical state is Ω(E,N) = Π(E,N)/Tr[Π(E,N)], and under
mild assumptions one can show that for large reservoirs the reduced state on the system is the grand
canonical ensemble, τ = TrR1R2 [Ω(E,N)] ≈ e−β(Hs−µNs)/Z(β, µ), where β, µ are the inverse temperature
and the chemical potential, respectively, and where Hs and Ns are the Hamiltonian and number operator
of the system (see refs. [27, 28]).
If the charges do not commute, then there are no common eigenspaces for the different charges, and
we cannot define Π(E,N) as above. However, this approach can be adapted so that it applies to noncom-
muting charges. The key idea, proposed by Yunger Halpern et al . [25], is the following: If we consider
many copies of the system, there may be no exact common eigenspaces, but we may define instead an
approximate microcanonical subspace. Instead of fixing the values of the charges exactly, the approximate
microcanonical subspace only fixes them approximately, by considering states which have sharply peaked
statistics for each charge (Figure 2). So, we may consider the maximally mixed state supported on this
subspace, and it turns out that tracing out the reservoirs yields a thermal state of the required form (3).
The argument of ref. [25] goes as follows. Consider a system s with multiple physical charges represented
by operators Q1, . . . , Qk, which do not necessarily commute. We consider N copies of s; conceptually we
might, for instance, think of the first copy as being the system of interest, and the rest as parts forming
a large bath. The composite average observables are defined as:
Q¯i :=
1
N
N−1∑
l=0
1⊗l ⊗Qi ⊗ 1⊗(N−1−l). (5)
Because the charges do not commute, there may be no common eigenspaces to the set of operators
4
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Figure 2. The thermal state of a system in the presence of multiple noncommuting conserved charges can be
derived from an approximate microcanonical subspace on many copies of the system. (For instance, the charges
might be components of the spin ~J .) This subspace has the property that states within the subspace have statistics
for each charge that are sharply peaked around a given set of values ~v. If we trace out all systems except one,
the reduced state is close to the generalized Gibbs state τ~v ∝ exp(−
∑
βiJi) for appropriate generalized chemical
potentials {βi}. Figure reproduced from ref. [25] (CC-BY) with adapted notation.
Q¯i. However, the noncommutativity of the Q¯i “wears out” over many copies: One readily sees that
‖[Q¯i, Q¯j ]‖ ∼ 1/N → 0 as N → ∞. Intuitively, it should be possible to find a subspace which behaves
approximately like a microcanonical subspace over the N systems for large N . For commuting charges,
a defining property of the usual microcanonical subspace is that it contains all states which have a fixed
given value for each charge. So, for noncommuting charges, a natural loosening of this condition is to
require that any state in the subspace has sharply peaked statistics for each charge, and conversely, that
any state with sharply peaked statistics for each charge has large overlap with the subspace. Such a
subspace is called an approximate microcanonical subspace:
Definition .1. An approximate microcanonical subspace M associated to fixed average values {vj} of
the charges {Qj}, is a subspace of H⊗Ns obeying the two following properties:
(i) Any state ρ with support insideM produces sharp statistics for measurements of Q¯j for all j:
ρ inM ⇒ Pr[(outcome of Q¯j) ≈ vj] ≈ 1 ∀ j ; (6)
(ii) Conversely, any state ρ producing sharp statistics for all Qj has high overlap withM:
Pr
[
(outcome of Q¯j) ≈ vj
] ≈ 1 ∀ j ⇒ Tr[Pρ] ≈ 1 , (7)
where P is the projector onto the subspaceM.
(This definition is made technically precise by introducing an additive tolerance parameter for each
approximation denoted by ‘≈’ above [25].) It is not obvious that this “epsilonification” of the usual
microcanonical ensemble still has the properties we would like—in particular, that the reduced state on
a single system is close to the generalized Gibbs state (3). It turns out, though, that any approximate
microcanonical subspace has this property. We can quantify the distance between the reduced states on
each system and the generalized Gibbs state using the relative entropy D(ρ‖σ) = Tr(ρ(log ρ − log σ)).
The average relative entropy to the generalized Gibbs state of the reduced states on each system is small:
5
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Theorem .2. LetM be any approximate microcanonical subspace on H⊗Ns , and define the approximate
microcanonical state Ω = P/Tr[P ], where P is the projector onto the subspace M. Then, on average,
the reduced state on system ` looks like the generalized Gibbs state:
1
N
N∑
`=1
D
(
Tr1,...`−1,`+1...,N
[
Ω
]∥∥∥∥ e−
∑
i βiQi
Z(β1, . . . , βk)
)
∼ 1√
N
, (8)
for appropriate generalized inverse temperatures {βj}.
It is left to show that it is possible to actually construct an approximate microcanonical subspace,
i.e., that such a subspace actually exists for any collection of observables and for large enough N . We
may construct an approximate microcanonical subspace as follows. A theorem by Ogata [29] guarantees
that there exist operators {Y¯j} on the N systems which are close to the {Q¯j}, and which do commute
exactly: [Y¯i, Y¯j ] = 0 for all i, j and ‖Y¯j − Q¯j‖ → 0 as N → ∞. So, given a set of charge values {vj}, it
is possible to consider the common eigenspaceMcom of all the {Y¯j} corresponding to eigenvalues which
are approximately equal to {vj}. The subspaceMcom is an approximate microcanonical subspace for the
commuting observables Y¯j and values {vj}, because a usual microcanonical subspace is in particular an
approximate microcanonical subspace.2 Now, because Y¯j ≈ Q¯j , a state with sharp statistics for Y¯j also
has sharp statistics for Q¯j and vice versa. Hence finally, the subspace Mcom is in fact (after adapting
the tolerance parameters) also an approximate microcanonical subspace for the {Q¯j}. The construction
works for any N large enough, and the tolerance parameters of the subspace may be taken to all go to
zero simultaneously as N →∞.
While Ogata’s theorem provides an intuitive way to construct an approximate microcanonical subspace,
we note that other constructions are possible. Furthermore it is possible to ensure that the subspace is
manifestly permutation-invariant [30].
Dynamical typicality and evolution
One may ask, is there any sense in which the system can be argued to evolve towards the generalized
Gibbs state (3)? A possible answer to this question is provided from the point of view of dynamical
typicality, or canonical typicality (see refs. [31–33]). There, the idea is that on a system and a reservoir,
any state chosen at random in a microcanonical subspace has a reduced state on the single system that
looks thermal with overwhelming probability. If the evolution is sufficiently ergodic, exploring the full
accessible state space, then the system will look thermal over an overwhelmingly large fraction of time.
The microcanonical approach provides a useful tool to analyze the situation of noncommuting multiple
charges in the context of dynamical typicality [25]. Consider as above N copies of a system s with a
collection of physical quantities {Q¯j}. Here we assume that all charges commute with the Hamiltonian
H governing the time evolution (H may or may not be included in the collection {Qj}). Assume that the
N systems are in a state |ψ〉 which lives in an approximate microcanonical subspace M corresponding
to charge values {vj}. Canonical typicality asserts that if |ψ〉 is chosen uniformly at random in the
2 In ref. [25], the argument considers more generally an approximate microcanonical subspace over m copies of the whole
system, i.e., over a total of Nm systems.
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subspace, then on average the reduced state on any single system ` is well approximated by the reduced
microcanonical state:〈
1
2
∥∥∥Tr1,...`−1,`+1...,N (ψ)− Tr1,...`−1,`+1...,N (Ω)∥∥∥
1
〉
ψ
6 dim(s)√
dim(M) , (9)
noting that dim(s)/
√
dim(M)→ 0 as N →∞ because dim(M) scales exponentially in N while dim(s)
is constant. Combined with (8), this tells us that, with high probability, the reduced state of |ψ〉 ∈ M
on a single system is close to the generalized Gibbs state.
Under suitable assumptions, the evolution of the system is ergodic, meaning that (9) holds as an
average over the time evolution [33]. More precisely, for almost all initial states |ψ(0)〉, and denoting by
|ψ(t)〉 the corresponding time-evolved state, we have
lim
T→∞
1
T
∫ T
0
1
2
∥∥∥Tr1,...`−1,`+1...,N (ψ(t))− Tr1,...`−1,`+1...,N (Ω)∥∥∥
1
dt 6 dim(s)√
dim(M) . (10)
Combining this with (8), we see that for almost all initial states |ψ(0)〉 ∈ M, over time the state on a
single system stays close to the generalized Gibbs state.
This treatment only scratches the surface of the question of equilibration in the presence of multiple
conserved quantities, and a more detailed analysis is still an open question.
RESOURCE THEORY APPROACH
In this section we generalise the resource theoretic framework introduced in [34] to the framework of
multiple conserved quantities. We focus, in particular, on single-shot thermodynamics and work extrac-
tion in this paradigm. This approach that was first put on firm footing in [16, 17, 35, 36] and provided
a single-shot and resource theoretic approach for one conserved quantity – energy. The motivation to
extend these ideas to more quantities lies in the desire to understand the privileged status that energy has
in our world. What thermodynamics can we do when energy plays no important role and all conserved
quantities appear on a level playing field? Does this framework give us access to new physics and how
does it deviate from what we observe?
We proceed to tell the story in the standard general framework of thermodynamics, that consists of
a thermal bath b, an out-of-equilibrium system s in a state ρs, and a number of batteries where we can
store the extracted resources. Recall that when building a resource theory one must first fix the state
space and the allowed state transformations. Following this, one investigates the resulting structure on
the state space and the properties arising from such assignments specifying (i) the class of free operations,
that can be applied at no cost; (ii) the class of free states that can be prepared at no cost, i.e. the states
that are invariant under the class of free operations.
When the resource theory concerns thermodynamics with one conserved quantity, the free operations
are generated by energy-preserving unitaries, [U,H] = 0, where H = Hs +Hb is additive over the system
and bath. The free states are the familiar Gibbs states τ = e−βHs/Z. When the system has not one, but
two conserved quantities Q1 = As and Q2 = Bs, the general recipe for constructing the resource theory
does not change. We take the state space to be the joint Hilbert space of the system and bath, and specify
the allowed transformations to be global unitaries which preserve the additive quantities A as well as B,
7
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namely [U,A] = [U,B] = 0. The free states become the generalised Gibbs states τ = e−(βAAs+βBBs)/Z.
The relationship between A and B is important and affects the results, depending on whether they are
functionally related or how they commute.
The Generalised Gibbs State
We will begin by stating the generalised thermal state – the free state of our theory – and then proceed
to derive it from resource-theoretic considerations. To this end we follow Jaynes [8, 9] and take a ‘thermal
bath’ to be a collection of particles each in the generalised thermal state given in (3).
At this moment, we place no restrictions on the conserved quantities – they may or may not commute
and they may or may not be functionally related, moreover energy need not even be one of these quantities.
To derive this state, we return to standard thermodynamics and recall that when restricting considerations
to energy, there are two ways to define the thermal state: either by maximising the von Neumann entropy
subject to the average energy being given or by minimising the free energy given the inverse temperature
τ(βE) =
e−βEE
Z
 maximises S(ρ) = −Tr[ρ log ρ] given Eminimises F (ρ) = 〈E〉ρ − TES(ρ) given βE (11)
where TE = 1/βE and the average Tr[ρE] = E. The thermal state is the state which simultaneously
extremises two quantities – the entropy and the free energy. In similar spirit, we would like for the
generalised thermal state in Eq. (3) to be the state that also extremises two functions. From Jaynes we
know that the generalised thermal state is still the state that maximises the entropy given the expectation
values. The second quantity we are looking for is then the one that is minimised by the generalised
thermal state. Previously, this was the free energy where the constant multiplying the entropy was the
temperature. We do not have a notion of multiple entropies to couple the temperatures in order to extend
the definition, but we can couple the inverse temperatures to the conserved quantities. We define the free
entropy
Definition .3 (Free entropy). The free entropy of a system ρ is a map from density matrices to real
numbers F˜ : S(H) −→ R,
F˜ (ρ) =
∑
i
βi〈Qi〉ρ − S(ρ) . (12)
where 〈Qi〉ρ = Tr[Qiρ] and S is the von Neumann entropy.
The generalised thermal state is then the state that simultaneously maximises the von Neumann entropy
and minimises the free entropy.
Theorem .4. The generalised thermal state
τ(β) =
e−
∑
i βiQi
Z
 maximises S(ρ) = −Tr[ρ log ρ] given Q1, · · · , Qkminimises F˜ (ρ) = ∑i βi〈Qi〉 − S(ρ) given β1, · · · , βk (13)
where we have collected the inverse temperatures into a vector β = (β1, · · · , βk) and Z = Tr[e−
∑
i βiQi ].
8
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The thermal state is diagonal in the basis of the large observable R =
∑
i βiQi. If the eigenvalues of
R are {ri} then the probability of a particle being in the i−th state is pi = e−ri/Z. If the observables
Qi commute then the probabilities becomes pi = e−(β1q
1
i+···+βkqki )/Z, where qki is the i−th eigenvalue of
observable k. Eq. (13) can also be viewed as a duality relation for an optimization problem. The free
entropy is a dimensionless function of state and can be viewed as the dual quantity to entropy. While
the entropy is a function of extensive quantities Qi and is maximised, performing the Legendre transform
yields the dual function F˜ of intensive quantities βi which is minimized. The proofs of Eq. (13) for
both commuting and non-commuting quantum observables can be found in [26]. Proofs from a Bayesian
perspective were first presented by Jaynes [8] and via a different method more recently by Liu [37].
Example .5 (Energy and angular momentum). An example of two commuting (and functionally de-
pendent) conserved observables are energy E (i.e. the Hamiltonian) and angular momentum L, where
E = L2/2I and I is the moment of inertia. A thermal bath characterised by energy and angular mo-
mentum is a collection of thermal states of the form τ(βE , βL) = e−(βEE+βLL)/Z. One may picture a
‘sea’ of flywheels, each with different moments of inertia, rotating with different angular momenta (clock-
wise/anticlockwise at different rates). Picking a particular flywheel from the bath, the likelihood that it
has angular momentum Li and energy Ei = L2i /2I is given by the probability pi = e−(βEEi+βLLi)/Z.
There are two arguments to encourage the reader to adopt the new ‘free entropy’ definition. In the
standard definition in Eq. (11), the free energy was minimised only for positive temperature TE > 0 (and
consequently positive inverse temperature βE > 0). For negative temperature3, one must reverse the
argument to conclude that the thermal state τ(βE) maximises the free energy. On the other hand, the
generalised thermal state in (13) is the state that minimises the free entropy for all inverse temperatures
βi regardless of whether they are positive or negative, lending a kind of universality to the new definition
and standing up to arguments that the free entropy is a quantity that is purely ‘rescaled’. The second
observation is that since each term βiQi is dimensionless, they can be regarded as entropy-like quantities,
not least because the difference in free entropy between any state ρ and the generalised thermal state is
equal to the relative entropy difference between those two states.
F˜ (ρs)− F˜ (τ(β)) = ∆F˜ = D(ρs‖τ(β)) . (14)
where D(ρ‖σ) = −S(ρ) − Tr[ρ log σ]. In this way, all quantities are placed on equal footing and energy
(should it appear as one of the conserved quantities) plays no special role.
Second laws
We will look to derive the second law from operational principles. For clarity, and to avoid clutter we
will concentrate on two quantities A and B, since the generalisation to k quantities follows naturally.
In the standard picture of thermodynamics in the single-shot regime one takes a finite number of bath
states and a quantum system, initially uncorrelated and out-of-equilibrium with respect to the bath
3 In a finite quantised spectrum, a population inversion with a Gibbs profile is equivalent to a negative temperature system.
Since population inversion and thus negative temperatures are accessible in experimental settings, it is preferable to have
an argument that is independent of the sign of the temperature.
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ρs ⊗ τ(βE)⊗N and looks for energy conserving unitaries which ‘do work’, for instance to raise a weight.
To this end, one effects the transformation Usb( ρs ⊗ τ(βE)⊗N )U†sb. The amount of energetic work ∆WE
that can be extracted from the system, i.e. the amount by which an arbitrary weight (in any level) can
be raised is constrained by the second law
∆WE ≤ −∆Fs . (15)
where F is the free energy of the system as given in (11). Equality is achieved when the right unitary is
executed and the system thermalises to be indistinguishable from the states of the bath ρs → τ(βE). A
Kelvin-Planck type statement of the second law is that ‘there is no way to extract energy from a single
thermal bath’. In the picture involving two quantities A and B, the recipe is much the same. One starts
by taking a finite number of systems from a generalised thermal bath and an out-of-equilibrium quantum
system, which is initially uncorrelated from the bath ρs ⊗ τ(βA, βB)⊗N . The focus is now on extracting
A and B from the system and storing them in their associated batteries. As the quantities are additive,
the amount in the system and bath can be treated independently. The A- and B-type work are defined
in such a way that they automatically include the first law of thermodynamics
∆WA = −∆As −∆Ab ∆WB = −∆Bs −∆Bb (16)
where ∆As = Tr[As(ρ′s − ρs)] and ∆Ab = Tr[Ab(ρ′b − ρb)] and analogously for B. When talking about
work extraction there are two ways to proceed: either by including batteries implicitly, or explicitly, in
the formalism.
Implicit battery. The global amount of A and B in the system and bath change. These changes are
defined as ‘A-type’ work ∆WA and ‘B-type’ work ∆WB , which are quantities that have been extracted
from (or done on) the global system. Due to the conservation laws (16), when A or B of the system and
bath change, this change is compensated by a corresponding change to the external environment, i.e. the
implicit battery. The transformations one considers are of the form Usb( ρs ⊗ τ(βA, βB)⊗N )U†sb.
Explicit battery. An explicit battery is a mathematical model for a work storage device. It accepts only
a single type of work (i.e. an ‘A-type’ battery will only accept ‘A-type’ work, and a ‘B-type’ battery only
‘B-type’ work). The transformations one considers are of the form U( ρs⊗ τ(βa, βB)⊗N ⊗ ρwA ⊗ ρwB )U†,
where ρwA is the state of battery-A, or ‘weight’-A and similarly for ρwB . The global U acts on all four
systems.
Theorem .6 (The Second Law). Given a generalised thermal state characterised by two inverse temper-
atures τ(βA, βB) and an out of equilibrium quantum system ρs the maximum amount of A- and B-type
work which one can extract is constrained in the following way
βA∆WA + βB∆WB ≤ −∆F˜s . (17)
Corollary .6.1 (The Second Law with only a bath). Given a generalised thermal bath characterised
by two inverse temperatures τ(βA, βB) (and therefore a quantum system which is also thermal ρs =
10
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τ(βA, βB)) the maximum amount of A- and B-type work which one can extract is constrained in the
following way
βA∆WA + βB∆WB ≤ 0 . (18)
Proof of the Second Law: implicit batteries. (See also [38]) First, since we restrict to unitary transforma-
tions the total entropy of the global system remains unchanged, S(ρ′sb) = S(ρsb), and from the fact that
the system and bath are initially uncorrelated, along with sub-additivity of von Neumann entropy, we
have
S(ρs) + S(ρb) = S(ρsb) and S(ρ′s) + S(ρ
′
b) ≥ S(ρ′sb) (19)
⇒ ∆Ss+∆Sb ≥ ∆Ssb = 0 (20)
where ∆Ss = S(ρ′s) − S(ρs), and analogously for ∆Sb and ∆Ssb. Second, since the bath starts in the
thermal state τ(βA, βB), which is in a minimum of the free entropy by definition, its free entropy can
only increase, thus
∆F˜b = βA∆Ab + βB∆Bb −∆Sb ≥ 0 (21)
Now, eliminating all quantities on the bath, by substituting from the first laws (16) and from (20), we
finally arrive at
−βA(∆As +∆WA)− βB(∆Bs +∆WB) +∆Ss ≥ 0 (22)
βA∆WA + βB∆WB ≤ −∆F˜s. (23)
Note that the proof does not rely on any particular properties of A and B, which need not even commute,
and so in the implicit battery case, the result is trivially generalised to k conserved quantities.
Proof sketch of the second law: explict batteries. In order to prove the second law with explicit batteries,
one must supply a model. The batteries are modelled as ‘weights’ living on ladders such that the value of
observable A on the battery is proportional to the position operator AwA = caxˆa, where ca is a constant of
appropriate units. The corresponding translation operator Γ ωA = exp(−ipˆa) effects the transformation
Γ ωA |xa〉 = |x+ 〉 on unnormalised position states of the pointer (where pˆa is the momentum operator,
canonically conjugate to the position). The objective is to have a reliable ‘meter’ for a system of any
dimension and the fact that the ladders are unbounded allows one to avoid boundary details, which are
not the primary focus of this discussion4. Work is defined as ∆WA = ∆AwA , and analogously for B. In
order to eliminate the possibility of cheating one must introduce conditions on the batteries. ‘Cheating’
can encompass a variety of actions, such as bringing in ancillas, which would contribute as external
4 One can imagine a ladder that is very high (orders of magnitude greater than the number of system levels). If one is in
the centre of this ladder then for all practical purposes it is unbounded from above and below. Similarly, if the initial
systems are d-dimensional then one can also use a finite ladder and avoid boundary effects by initialising it in a state
whose support is greater than d-levels about the ground state.
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sources of free entropy or work by using the batteries as cold reservoirs to embezzle work. The four
assumptions that are made are:
1. Independence: Batteries are independent of one another and only accept and store one type of
conserved quantity. Each quantity is assigned its own battery system.
2. First laws: The set of allowed operations are global unitaries U on the bath, system and batteries
that conserve A and B, in other words [U,Ab +As +AwA ] = [U,Bb +Bs +BwB ] = 0, which impose
the first laws of thermodynamics.5
3. Translational invariance: Only displacements in the position on the ladders are important. This
implies all U should commute with translation operators Γ ωA , Γ

ωB , · · · on each battery.
4. Initially uncorrelated: The initial state of the systems is of the product form ρs⊗τ⊗N ⊗ρwA⊗ρwB .
One then uses a theorem (see [26]) that says that unitary evolutions U which are weight-translation
invariant cannot decrease the entropy of the system and bath ∆S(ρsb) ≥ 0. This then allows one to say
that ∆Sb ≥ −∆Ss and repeat the arguments as in the implicit battery case in Eqns. (21) –(22) to arrive
at the second law.
Example .7 (Energy and angular momentum.). The battery used to store energy can be thought of as
a weight and the battery storing the angular momentum a flywheel. We wish for the batteries to operate
independently, as per assumption (1). The energy of the weight is simply the Hamiltonian. If we take
the flywheel to be very massive, i.e. the momentum of inertia very large, then the energy of the flywheel
becomes essentially independent of its rotational property Efly = L
2
2I ≈ 0. Varying the angular momentum
changes Efly very little, thus the two batteries can effectively operate independently of one another.
Applications
Extracting Resources
In [26] it was shown that for commuting quantities [A,B] = 0, the second law (17) is tight. In order
to demonstrate tightness one needs to provide an explicit unitary U . Let pi represent the populations of
the system, i.e., the probability of the system to occupy the i-th joint eigenstate of A and B. The effect
of the unitary is to create a small change δp between two of the levels p′0 = p0 + δp and p′1 = p1 − δp
of the system. One must also show that the change in free entropy of the bath due to this U is small
∆F˜b = O(δp
2), as well as the fact that the system and bath remain effectively uncorrelated after the
interaction ∆Ss +∆Sb = O(δp2).
βA∆WA + βB∆WB = −∆F˜s +O(δp2) (24)
i.e. that up to a correction of order O(δp2), the combination of conserved quantities extracted, which
themselves are of order O(δp), matches the change in free entropy of the system. The state of the system
is now a little closer to thermal. Thus, by repeating the process O( 1δp ) times (each time taking N new
5 Unitaries are chosen as opposed to more general completely positive (CP) maps in order not to use external ancillas in
non-thermal states as sources of work.
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bath states) one can implement a protocol which transforms ρs → τs(βA, βB), whereby in each stage the
population changes between two states by order O(δp), and such that in the end
βA∆WA + βB∆WB = −∆F˜s +O(δp). (25)
Thus, by taking δp sufficiently small one can approach reversibility. In the same work the authors present
a variant of the protocol which is robust. Robust, in this case means that should an experimenter have
access to a generalised thermal bath τ(βA, βA), but they can only characterise the inverse temperatures
to some finite precision, or ‘window’ x1 ≤ βA ≤ x2 and y1 ≤ βB ≤ y2, then there still exists a procedure
which will saturate the second law6. These results are valid for commuting quantities A and B, and can
be easily generalised to k quantities. For the case that they do not commute [A,B] 6= 0 there is no known
protocol to extract work from a quantum system, and it remains an open question to show whether or
not it is possible to saturate the second law.
Trading Resources
Using Corollary .6.1 one can arrive at one of the central results of this formalism, namely, that conserved
quantities can be traded. In particular, for commuting quantities [A,B] = 0 in the presence of a single
bath one can show that there exists a unitary acting solely on the bath Ub (given in [26]) such that
Ub τ(βA, βB)U
†
b results in changes in ∆Ab and ∆Bb that are very large compared with the change in free
entropy.
∆F˜b = βA∆Ab + βB∆Bb ≈  ⇒ ∆Ab ≈ −βB
βA
∆bB +

βA
. (26)
When | ∆A
∆F˜b
| and | ∆B
∆F˜b
| are sufficiently large and  is sufficiently small, we say that these quantities can
be trade reversibly. The exchange rate for this trade is given by the ratio βB/βA.7 Note that it is
important that ∆F˜b 6= 0 — since the thermal state is the unique state which minimises F˜b, this would
require that the bath is left completely unchanged, resulting in trivial changes ∆Ab = ∆Bb = 0. This is
in stark contrast to the standard picture, where the thermal state is useless for all practical purposes.
Here, the analogous Kelvin-Planck statement of the second law becomes becomes ‘there is no way to
extract the linear combination βAA+ βBB from a single, generalised thermal bath’. This demonstrates
the interconversion of resources, which is illustrated in the following example.
Example .8 (Energy and angular momentum). Imagine that a protocol has successfully effected the
transformation ρs ⊗ τ(βE , βL)⊗N → τ(βE , βL) ⊗ τ(βE , βL)⊗N . The free entropy of the system is spent
and it has now become thermal, an extra particle in the bath. Both energy and angular momentum have
been extracted and consequently the weight has been raised to a certain height and the flywheel is spinning
with some angular momentum. Eq. (26) tells us that we can raise the weight even higher at the expense
of slowing down the fly-wheel (or vice versa). The currency for this trade is given by the ratio βE/βL.
The existence and construction of unitary for trading quantities which do not commute [A,B] 6= 0 remains
6 Up to a measure zero set of inverse temperatures which present ‘pathological’ cases.
7 Note that although Ub does not change the free entropy of the bath, it does change the state of the bath, such that the
state after the interaction could be very far from τ(βA, βB)
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an open problem. The results discussed in this section, as well as extensions are summarised in the table
below.
Commuting Non-commuting
Implicit
batteries
2nd law X X
protocol X X
Explicit batteries
(strict cons.)
2nd law X X
protocol X ?
Explicit batteries
(ave. cons.)
2nd law X X
protocol X X*
Table I. Summary of the results for the ’resource theory’ with multiple conserved observables. Here, ‘protocol’
means the existence and construction of a unitary transformation that demonstrates extraction and trade of
resources. Explicit battery models can be split into those which conserve observables strictly and those which
conserve them on average. * indicates that a unitary has been found for explicit batteries that have continuous
(i.e. not discrete) spectra.
Landauer with multiple charges
The topics of Landauer erasure [39], and the Szilard engine [40] illustrate subtle connections between
information and thermodynamics. The most basic concept in information is that of a ‘bit’, which is
simply the answer to some ‘yes/no’ question. In the case of quantum mechanics, these yes/no states are
labeled as |0〉 and |1〉. Such a system contains a single bit of information if it is in the (maximally) mixed
state ρ1 = 12 |0〉〈0|+ 12 |1〉〈1|.
Landauer showed that logically irreversible processing, such as resetting a single bit its |0〉 state, nec-
essarily incurs a corresponding entropy increase of the environment, which in turn causes the dissipation
of kT ln(2) heat [39]. This energy must be provided in the form of work; this observation provided
fundamental insights to the thermodynamics of computing, and was instrumental to the exorcism of
Maxwell’s demon (see [41–43] for recent Maxwell demon experiments). It is therefore a natural question
to ask whether this thermodynamic cost can be furnished in terms of other physical quantities: How does
Landauer erasure behave in the context of multiple conserved quantities? Do quantum-mechanical ef-
fects, such as non-commutativity, affect this erasure? To address this we formulate erasure with multiple
charges, and present a generalized Landauer result. This topic is discussed in more detail in [15], and in
the works [11, 13, 14, 44]. Here we present a simple entropic account of erasure.
As before, we allow for an arbitrary number of conserved charges {Q1, . . . , Qk}, and make use of the
generalized Gibbs state
τB =
1
Z e
−∑i βiQi . (27)
Then a general erasure procedure can be described by the unitary transformation ρS ⊗ τB 7→ ρ′SB :=
U(ρS ⊗ τB)U† for some unitary U acting on both systems. Now we can consider the mutual information
between S and B, which is given by I(S : B) := S(ρ′A) + S(ρ
′
B) − S(ρ′SB), where ρ′S = TrB [ρ′SB ] and
similarly for ρ′B .
Since the von Neumann entropy is unitarily invariant we have that S(ρ′SB) = S(ρS ⊗ τB) = S(ρS) +
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S(τB) and so
∆SS +∆SB = I(S : B). (28)
We now exploit the basic features of the generalized Gibbs state. It is readily seen that
∆SB =
∑
i
βi Tr[Qi(ρ
′
B − τB)]−D(ρ′B ||τB), (29)
where D(ρ||σ) = Tr[ρ log ρ− ρ log σ] is the relative entropy. We now assume that the generalized thermal
bath is sufficiently large that it is unaffected in the thermodynamic process, and so ρ′B ≈ τB which means
the last term in equation (29) can be neglected. We now define a Qi heat flow via 〈Qi〉 := Tr[Qi(ρ′B−τB)].
Inserting these into equation (28) gives us that
∑
i
βi〈Qi〉 = −∆SS + I(S : B). (30)
However the mutual information is always non-negative and so we deduce that
∑
k βk〈Qk〉 ≥ −∆SS .
This is the generalized Landauer bound in the presence of arbitrary many conserved charges and where
the erasure need not be perfect. For the case of complete erasure we have an initial state ρS with entropy
ln 2 (a single bit) that is sent to some default state with zero entropy. Thus for complete erasure we have
the general erasure bound,
∑
i
βi〈Qi〉 ≥ ln 2. (31)
This relation again highlights the ability to trade the difference resources on an equal footing within a
thermodynamic process. A key thing to notice however, is that nowhere did we use the commutation rela-
tions between the charges. In other words, the above Landauer bound applies equally well for commuting
and non-commuting cases.
OUTLOOK
A key aspect of quantum mechanics is the non-commutativity of observables (such as position and
momentum), and the resultant complementarity which prohibits assigning definite values simultaneously
to these observables. In this chapter, we have shown how multiple quantum observables that may possess
non-trivial commutation relations, may be incorporated into a framework of quantum thermodynamics.
Subtleties aside, non-commutativity does not create an obstacle to the generalized Gibbs ensemble playing
the same role as in classical statistical mechanics.
That said, a key goal of the recent quantum thermodynamics program is precisely to identify quantum-
mechanical signatures that signal a departure from classical physics. In this regard one would expect that
non-commutativity should produce such a thermodynamic signature, however the analysis that has so
far been under-taken has not revealed any. For example, the form for the generalized Landauer erasure
involving multiple conserved charges {Qi} does not differ if these charges commute or not. However
there exist a range of reasons why one expects such a signature. The MaxEnt procedure [8, 9] singles
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out the generalized Gibbs state subject to constraints on the expectation value of the microscopically
conserved observables {〈Q1〉, 〈Q2〉, 〈Q3〉, . . . }. However it is known that the MaxEnt procedure possesses
a discontinuity in the quantum-mechanical case: arbitrarily small changes in values of the 〈Qi〉 con-
straints can produce large changes in the associated generalized Gibbs state. This feature is due to
non-commutativity [45, 46], and has connections with quantum phase transitions in many-body quantum
systems [47]. In contrast to the analysis conducted here, the way in which this non-commutativity is
detected is through the varying of the external constraints (for example the switching of classical field
strengths). Recent quantum information-theoretic approaches are very good at explicitly accounting for
non-classical resources (such as quantum coherence), however this strength becomes a weakness when
it comes to varying the constraining fields. This is because to do such a change necessarily involves a
non-trivial use of coherence that must be accounted for thermodynamically. Such an analysis has been
done in the case of an effective change in the energy eigenbasis [48], and so a similar approach could be
taken for the case of multiple conserved observables.
Recent work has formulated a trade-off relation for energy and time in quantum thermodynamics
[49], and a natural direction would be to extend such a relation to include non-commuting conserved
charges. An alternative way to detecting the effects of non-commutativity would be to exploit the fact
that the microscopically conserved charges have an associated symmetry group that explicitly depends on
their commutation relations – therefore the structure of the state interconversions, admissible within the
thermodynamic framework, must carry a signature of any non-commutativity. Also, recently a complete
set of conditions for state interconversions for such a general scenario have been derived [50], however a
detailed study of these conditions still remains to be done.
One other direction that deserves exploration is the approximate micro-canonical subspaces [25] and
their precise relation to typicality in the case of non-commuting charges.
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